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NO. 36: BRUNS SCHWERLAST RECEIVES TEREX® EXPLORER 5800 CRANE

ZWEIBRÜCKEN, July 7, 2016 – It was practically a routine event for Bruns Schwerlast GmbH and
Terex Cranes: On May 31, 2016, General Manager Frank Bruns picked up what is now his
company’s 36th Terex crane in Zweibrücken. This time, it was an Explorer 5800 all terrain crane,
which Terex Cranes Sales Manager Michael Zieger handed over to the general manager in person.
The new Terex crane will help expand the capabilities of the crane service provider’s fleet at its
Magdeburg branch. “We decided on this model especially because of its ease of use and its lownoise, fuel-efficient Scania engine,” explains Frank Bruns, who has kept a very close relationship
with the Zweibrücken location for years.

About Bruns Schwerlast GmbH
With locations in Sülzetal, near Magdeburg, and Giesen, near Hanover, as well as a state-of-the-art fleet
featuring mobile cranes with lifting capacities of up to 400 tonnes, Bruns Schwerlast is engaged in providing
crane and heavy load transportation services across all of Germany. The company has relied consistently on
Terex/Demag cranes since the 1960s, And its combination of crane services and heavy goods vehicles with
load capacities of up to 70 tonnes enables it to provide its customers with one-stop turnkey project handling
services (including planning).
For more information, visit www.bruns-schwerlast.de

About Terex
Terex Corporation is a lifting and material handling solutions company reporting in five business segments:
Aerial Work Platforms, Construction, Cranes, Material Handling & Port Solutions and Materials
Processing. Terex manufactures a broad range of equipment serving customers in various industries,
including the construction, infrastructure, manufacturing, shipping, transportation, refining, energy, utility,
quarrying and mining industries. Terex offers financial products and services to assist in the acquisition of
equipment through Terex Financial Services. Terex uses its website (www.terex.com) and Facebook page
(www.facebook.com/TerexCorporation) to make information available to its investors and the market.

Caption:
Frank Bruns (second from left) travelled to Zweibrücken in person in order to pick up his new
Explorer 5800. Klaus Beulker, Carsten von der Geest, Michael Zieger, and Matthias Mayer were all
there to congratulate him on his latest acquisition.

